Multimodal neuroimaging provides an opportunity to examine different functional, structural, and neuro-chemical processes simultaneously. This gives us the opportunity to study their interactions in-vivo. The aim of this editorial letter is to give an overview about the applications of hybrid Positron Emission Tomography/Magnetic Resonance Imaging (PET/MR) in multimodal neuroimaging. For many years, researchers and clinicians have tried to combine data obtained with different imaging modalities and scanners, however these efforts have sometimes been hampered by specific limitations. For example, precise co-registration of different modalities has sometimes proven to be challenging ([@B17]; [@B6]; [@B11]). Moreover, parameters measured in the brain may be subject to rapid changes induced by different cognitive or mood states (e.g. emotion, learning and memory), by brain pathologies (e.g. migraine, vascular disorders, mood disorders) or therapeutic interventions (e.g. antiangiogenic agents). Thus, acquiring different neuroimaging modalities at the same time has been considered a promising alternative to facilitate adjustment for these limitations.

In the early 2000s, hybrid PET/CT scanners have been introduced to allow regional co-registration between structural and functional imaging in a single scanning procedure. However, the resolution and soft tissue contrast of the CT is clearly inferior compared to MRI to differentiate distinct brain tissue compartments ([@B2]; [@B16]). Finally, simultaneous PET and MRI acquisition became available for human brain in-vivo imaging (Siemens Healthcare Inc.) ([@B13]). Apart from a better soft-tissue contrast provided by MRI, other advantages of the hybrid PET/MR in comparison to PET/CT are the following: no radiation exposure in MRI, possible motion correction of PET images based on MRI navigator scans, the possibility to perform partial-volume correction of PET data using MRI structural images, and the availability of multiple MRI sequences such as resting-state or task fMRI, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) or MR-spectroscopy ([@B1]; [@B3]; [@B15]; [@B16]).

Additionally, given the high intra-individual variability of cerebral function and cognitive processing, the simultaneous study of different parameters of brain function or dysfunction in a single examination in the PET/MR scanner can be considered as a promising imaging opportunity. Finally, one-stop acquisition also decreases the required imaging time for patients and medical staff (one examination instead of two), resulting in higher patient comfort and improved logistics.

On the other hand, it is noteworthy that there have been manifold technical difficulties in the combination of PET and MRI. First, MRI-based attenuation correction (AC) is still a challenge because the CT-based AC methods applied for PET/CT are not available for PET/MR and more complicated MR-based attenuation correction algorithms have to be implemented. Attenuating bone tissue cannot be easily detected using MRI, in contrast to CT ([@B8]; [@B10]; [@B5]). Recently, a systematic comparison of integrated whole-body PET/MR and conventional PET/CT demonstrated significant region-dependent differences between the scanners potentially due to the inconsistencies in the attenuation-correction procedures ([@B7]). A recent study indicates that probability-atlas based attenuation correction algorithms may lead to a reduction of these inconsistencies ([@B9]).

Studies using hybrid PET/MR to assess physiological and pathophysiological processes in the brain have been very recently reported. For example, our group was able to demonstrate that local brain activity (as reflected by regional glucose metabolism, measured with FDG-PET) in task-related brain areas systematically corresponds to resting-state functional connectivity across associated brain regions in healthy subjects ([@B12]). In neurodegenerative diseases, the PET/MR technique has several benefits. In a clinical setting, MRI can be helpful for differential diagnosis and to exclude non-neurodegenerative etiologies of cognitive impairment. PET using tracers for measuring neuronal metabolism or amyloid-deposition can help in the differential diagnosis of dementia or has great potential to predict the clinical course in pre-dementia stages such as mild cognitive impairment ([@B7]; [@B16]; [@B4]) ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).
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PET/MR may also be helpful to unravel pathophysiological mechanisms of neurodegeneration. For instance, a very recent study showed that a decreased intrinsic functional connectivity between hippocampus and precuneus is associated with higher intra-hippocampal metabolism in patients with moderate Alzheimer's disease-dementia. These results support the hippocampus disconnection hypothesis using simultaneous evaluation of glucose metabolism and intrinsic functional connectivity ([@B14]).

In summary, simultaneous PET and MRI measurement using a hybrid PET/MR scanner is a promising approach that offers unique opportunities to study the relationship between different parameters of neuronal function, and enables researchers to improve the understanding of the pathogenesis of multifactorial neuropsychiatric disorders like dementia. It may become the neuroimaging method of choice in human brain studies in the future.
